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Analysis of the channel Λb → Λ J/Ψ
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Abstract

Channel Λb → Λ J/Ψis studied.
Signal Monte Carlo sample of 277,000 events.
Large inclusive bb sample (about 17,000,000) were used
Give main results : global efficiency, purity, global background estimation B/S
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3 DETECTION AND RECONSTRUCTION EFFICIENCIES

1 Introduction and motivation

* Subject : study of the channel Λb → Λ J/Ψ. Final states are fixed. Precise the conjugate
channel. It is not a definitive version : results will be optimized

* Motivation : why do we want study Λb decays into Λ-vector ?
First,study of direct CP violation process with B baryons.
Second, to put limits on the validity of the time reversal symmetry. Necessary to have a
three body Λb decays

* Contents

2 Strategy and analysis tools

* The analysis is made of three algorithms : J/Ψ, Λ and Λb reconstruction

* Preselection : the J/Ψ preselection of Gerhard Raven has been adopted (the code reduces
the inclusive bb background of a factor 100).

* Analysis tools : DaVinci v12r9, LoKi v3r10

3 Detection and Reconstruction Efficiencies

3.1 Tracks

* Remind of the final states : muons, protons, pions
Why have we chosen this final states ? (BR, neutron is not reconstructed by software)

* Review of the tracks definition of the LHCb detector (picture)

* For muons, L tracks (Justify with table)

* The case of Λ is similar to K0S. Huge life-time (2.632∗10−10s). The decay spreads beyond
on the Velo.
Selection of L, D, U tracks. (Justify with table)

3.2 Detection efficiency

* Review of the definition of the different efficiencies

* MC signal is generated into the LHCB acceptance (37,41%). Why ?

* Precise detection efficiency for Λb
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3.3 Reconstructible and reconstructed efficiencies 5 SELECTION OF A ΛB CANDIDAT

3.3 Reconstructible and reconstructed efficiencies

* What is a reconstructible and reconstructed single particle ? and for a combined particle
?

* Precise the efficiencies

4 Selection of the final states

4.1 Selection of muons

* keep the default DLL(pion-muon) value (figure for justifying)

* Cuts imposed by Raven preselection

4.2 Selection of pions and protons

* change the DLL(pion-proton) value for optimizing the number of combinations that we
can create. (figure for justifying)

* selection depends on track type

* cuts table for protons

* cuts table for pions

* (Figures for justifying in appendix)

5 Selection of a Λb candidat

* Aim : to try to reconstruct all J/Ψ and Λ presented in the data. Then, we can reconstruct
Λb with these resonances.

5.1 Selection of J/Ψ candidats

* Selection of LL combinations

* Few and usual cuts needed : DTR and χ2
min

of the vertex after mass contraint fitting.
Give some explanations about these two cuts.

* Give efficiency and purity

* Justify chosen cuts with pictures in appendix

* Mass resolution for J/Ψ. Comparison with the value given in the TDR.
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5.2 Selection of Lambda candidats 6 BACKGROUND STUDIES

5.2 Selection of Lambda candidats

* First channel which contains Λ has to be studied ! Particularity : a long life-time. The
present analysis is close to Bd− > J/ΨK0S.

* What are the relevant tracks combinations ? (Table with %). Give a physics interpreta-
tion of LD combinations.

* Give and explanation of the sequence of cuts. Depends on track combinations.

* Give efficiency and purity for each track combination.

* Justify chosen cuts with pictures in appendix

* Mass resolution for each combination

5.3 Λb reconstruction

* Trivial sequence of cuts.

* Give efficiency and purity for each Λ track combination.

* Mass resolution for each Λ track combination.

6 Background Studies

Make before Trigger

6.1 inclusive bb sample

* Explain the situation : DC04v1 : 17 millions events generated ? How many events are
independant ?
Give an estimation of the B/S ratio

* Result of the algorithm on this sample (sample)

* Give the formula which allows to calculate the B/S ratio

* Are inclusive bb the dominant source of background for this channel ?
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6.2 others background studies 9 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

6.2 others background studies

* Λb selection is based on the reconstruction of JPsi (rarity of muons in the background)

* study a sample of 500,000 events of inclusive J/Ψ

* study specific background with all channels contain J/Ψ.
Optimization due to the reduction of backgrounds
textslTable with channel name, number of events, BR, B/S

* Computation of a global B/S ratio which takes into account the contribution of all studied
backgrounds.

7 Trigger and signal efficiency

* (Review of the characteristic of trigger levels)

* Efficency for each level

* Comparison with others channels (TDR data)

* Sum up the different efficiencies, the global efficiency and the purity

8 Annual signal event yields

* Formula which gives the annual yield

* Result.

9 Conclusion and Perspectives

* Remind of results

* To improve selection of the Λb (improve efficiency)

* To include J/Ψ reconstruction with e+e− and why not reconstruct a neutron

* Study others Λb −− > Λ + mesonvector channels
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